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IT’S YOUR PARTY,  YOU 
CAN CRY BUT DON’T 
HAVE TO! 
THE PRINCIPLE OF PARTY PRESENTATION

JANE MAGNUS-STINSON

DISTRICT JUDGE, U.S. DISTRICT COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA



THE PRINCIPLE 
OF PARTY 
PRESENTATION 
STARTS WITH 
SCOTUS: 
Greenlaw v. United 
States, 554 U.S. 237 
(2008)

 “[I]n both civil and criminal cases, in the first 
instance and on appeal we follow the principle of 
party presentation.  That is, we rely on the parties 
to frame the issues for decision and assign to courts 
the role of neutral arbiter of matters the parties 
present.” Greenlaw, 554 U.S. at 243.

 In Greenlaw, the trial court erroneously failed to 
impose a mandatory minimum sentence following 
Greenlaw’s conviction.  Greenlaw appealed his 
sentence as too high.  The United States argued in 
response that it was too low, but the United States 
did not cross-appeal.  The Eighth Circuit imposed 
the mandatory minimum sentence, increasing the 
sentence by 10 years, citing Federal Rule of 
Criminal Procedure 52(b), the so-called plain-error 
rule. 

 The question before SCOTUS was: When a 
defendant unsuccessfully challenges his sentence as 
too high, may a court of appeals, on its own 
initiative, increase the sentence absent a cross-
appeal by the Government?



COURTS DO 
NOT SALLY!!! 

 In Greenlaw, Justice Ginsburg, writing for the 
majority, cited Justice Scalia’s concurring opinion in 
Castro v. United States, 540 U.S. 375, 385–88 (2003), 
for the proposition that parties are responsible for 
advancing facts and arguments.

 SCOTUS also quoted an Eighth Circuit opinion, 
United States v. Samuels, 808 F.2d 1298, 1301 (8th 
Cir. 1987):
 “[Courts] do not, or should not, sally forth each day looking 

for wrongs to right. We wait for cases to come to us, and 
when they do we normally decide only questions presented 
by the parties. Counsel almost always know a great deal 
more about their cases than we do, and this must be 
particularly true of counsel for the United States, the 
richest, most powerful, and best represented litigant to 
appear before us.”

 Mr. Greenlaw lost his appeal, but he received his 
original sentence, given the Government’s failure to 
file a cross-appeal.  



GREENLAW REAFFIRMED: United States v. Sineneng-Smith, 140 S. Ct. 1575 (2020)

S-S was 
convicted of 
knowingly 

encouraging 
an alien to be 
present in the 
U.S. knowing 

the alien’s 
presence 

would be in 
violation of 

the law.

S-S appealed, 
asserting that 
the statutes 
in question 

did not cover 
her conduct, 
and if they 
did, they 

violated her 
rights under 
the Petition 

and Free 
Speech 

Clauses of the 
First 

Amendment 
as applied.

The Ninth 
Circuit then 
invited three 
amici to brief 
“whether the 

statute of 
conviction is 
overbroad … 

under the First 
Amendment”—

an issue 
different than 
those raised by 

the parties.  
Parties were 
permitted, 
though not 
required, to 
respond to 

amici.  Amici 
had more time 

at oral 
argument than 

the parties.

The Ninth 
Circuit agreed 
with the amici 

that the 
statute was 

constitutionall
y overbroad 

and reversed 
the conviction. 

S-S had 
actually 
argued 

contrary to 
that holding 
at the trial 

level. 



COURTS ARE PASSIVE INSTRUMENTS—WHO DO NOT SALLY

J. Ginsburg carried 
forward the holding of 

Greenlaw, this time 
noting that “[C]ourts

are essentially passive 
instruments of 
government.”  

Sineneng-Smith, 140 S. 
Ct. at 1579. (citation 

omitted.) 

The case was remanded 
to the Ninth Circuit for 
“reconsideration shorn 

of the overbreadth 
inquiry interjected by 

the appellate panel and 
bearing a fair 

resemblance to the case 
shaped by the parties.” 

Id. at 1576.



FAST FORWARD TO 
2022—PARTY 
PRESENTATION 
APPLIED IN A CIVIL 
CASE BY SEVENTH 
CIRCUIT: 
Mwangangi v. Nielsen, 48 
F.4th 816 (7th Cir. 2022)

 Mwangangi is a civil rights case 
involving the detention, search, 
and arrest of Mr. Mwangangi by 
various law enforcement officers.

 Cross motions for summary 
judgment were filed. 
 Mr. M argued that video evidence 

established constitutional 
violations.

 Law enforcement argued no 
violation and also raised qualified 
immunity. 

 Some claims were resolved for Mr. 
M, some against. All cross 
appealed.



MWANGANGI
CONTINUED

 On appeal, one defendant did not make 
any argument that there was an 
articulable suspicion or probable cause 
for his pat-down of Mr. M. 

 The Seventh Circuit held: “[W]e see no 
choice but to conclude that [defendant]—
by remaining entirely silent on the 
district court's direct, express analysis of 
his conduct—waived any challenge to the 
district court's determination that his 
second pat down violated Mwangangi's
Fourth Amendment rights.” Mwangangi,
48 F.4th at 829.



COROLLARY TO THE PRINCIPLE OF PARTY PRESENTATION:  Waiver 
and Its Cousin Forfeiture

 In noting the principle of party presentation, the Seventh Circuit also 
cited its own jurisprudence that “‘[u]ndeveloped arguments are waived on 
appeal,’ and that, even where there is some elaboration in a reply brief, 
‘arguments not made in the principal brief are forfeited.”’  Id. (quoting 
Vesey v. Envoy Air, Inc., 999 F.3d 456, 464 (7th Cir. 2021)).

 Summary judgment was likewise entered against Mr. M. on his Monell
claim asserting a policy of illegal inventory searches for failure to 
adequately brief his claim:
 “[A] litigant who fails to press a point by supporting it with pertinent 

authority, or by showing why it is a good point despite a lack of supporting 
authority or in the face of contrary authority, forfeits the point.”  Id. at 832.



SECOND COUSIN:  Abandonment

 In civil cases in the Southern District of Indiana, the Uniform Case 
Management Plan, at section IV.B requires (consistent with the 
certification provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 11(b)) that: 
 “the party with the burden of proof shall file a statement of the claims or 

defenses it intends to prove at trial, stating specifically the legal theories upon 
which the claims or defenses are based.”

 Failure to include a claim or defense in the statement of claims may 
result in its abandonment.  Jackson v. Regions Bank, 838 Fed. Appx. 195, 
198 (7th Cir. 2021) (citing Chessie Logistics Co. v. Krinos Holdings, Inc., 
867 F.3d 852, 859 (7th Cir. 2017)).  



QUESTIONS?



Indiana Commercial Courts

Hon. Derek R. Molter



Jurisdiction

• Rule 2: Cases which can be on Commercial Court Docket 

• Rule 3: Cases which cannot be on the Commercial Court Docket

• Rule 4: Procedure to get a case on the Commercial Court Docket



Sample Venue Provision for the 
Commercial Court

“Governing Law and Forum Selection. This Agreement shall be 
governed by and construed under the laws of the State of Indiana, 
except for Indiana’s choice of law rules. All claims related to or 
arising under the terms of this Agreement shall be litigated 
exclusively in the Commercial Court of Indiana located in 
__________ County, Indiana. The parties hereby expressly waive all 
objections to personal jurisdiction and venue in the Commercial 
Court of Indiana located in _________ County, Indiana.”

*John LaDue, SouthBank Legal



History

• 2016 – The pilot program and original six judges
• Allen, Elkhart, Floyd, Lake, Marion, Vanderburgh

• 2019 – Indiana Commercial Courts permanently established

• Expanded to 10 Counties
• Added Hamilton, Madison, St. Joseph, Lake



Cases by Year

*Indicates a partial year

Year Cases

2022* 238

2021 283

2020 326

2019 284

2018 174

2017 150

2016* 67



Objectives

1. To enhance economic development in Indiana by providing an efficient and 
accessible commercial docket to promote consistent and predictable 
resolutions for business disputes.

2. To provide specialized litigation tools for resolving business disputes, 
including procedural rules and effective use of  electronic information 
technology.

3. To encourage coordinated ADR & settlement intervention early and often.



How is litigating in Commercial Court 
different?

1. Different procedural rules and tools
a. Mandatory Initial Disclosures

b. Proposed Case Management Order & Initial Case Management Conference

b. Discovery Under Commercial Court Rule 6

c. Commercial Court Masters Under Commercial Court Rule 5

2.   Proactive Judicial Interaction – Early & Often



Advantages of  Litigating in Commercial 
Court

1. Practitioner’s Perspective

2. Judicial Perspective



Dispositions

• Order on Summary Judgment: 29 days

• Order on Motion to Dismiss: 24 days

• Order on Motion for Prelim Inj. Or TRO: 13 days



Resources

• Law Clerks

• Commercial Court Handbook.

https://www.in.gov/courts/iocs/files/comm-ct-handbook.pdf

• Searchable database for Commercial Court decisions (over 600).

https://public.courts.in.gov/CCDocSearch

• Commercial Law Pattern Jury Instructions

• Coming Soon: Indiana Commercial Court Treatise (Bench Book)

https://www.in.gov/courts/iocs/files/comm-ct-handbook.pdf
https://public.courts.in.gov/CCDocSearch
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The Multi-Generational Law Firm

Robert J. Hicks, Esq.
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Discussion Points

• Gender, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

• Transparency  

• Modern, Flexible Workplace  
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Discussion Points

• Work/Life Balance  

• Constant and Continuing Investment 
in New Talent 

• Focus on High Value Revenue Growth 
(Cannot Cut Way to Success) 
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Discussion Points

• Technology and Innovation  

• Community Investment

• Focusing on Attorney Development and 
Professional Growth
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Discussion Points

• Professionalizing the Management Teams

• Building Effective Succession and Transition 
Plans 

• Concluding Comments



FIVE TIPS ON 
EVIDENCE

HON. PETER R. FOLEY



EVIDENCE TIP NUMBER ONE

SMART PHONE = DUMB CLIENT



EVIDENCE TIP NUMBER TWO

LIAR, LIAR PANTS ON FIRE !



EVIDENCE TIP NUMBER THREE

ROPE SMOKING



EVIDENCE TIP NUMBER FOUR

8 TRACK IS DEAD



EVIDENCE TIP NUMBER FIVE

BUT WHY ?



Jimmie L. McMillian

SUCCESSFUL 
DIVERSITY 
INITIATIVES



DEIA & B

1 of 5

MISSION, VISION, AND VALUES



DEIA & B

2 of 5

CULTURE AND TRAINING



DEIA & B

3 of 5

EXECUTIVES AND EMPLOYEES



DEIA & B

4 of 5

PROCUREMENT – MBE AND WBE



DEIA & B

5 of 5

PIPELINE PROGRAMS and 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT



THE ABC’S OF 
MEDIATION
Jill E. Goldenberg

Timeless Tips from the Bench and Bar 



A
IS FOR 
ARBITRATION 

Arbitrator has immunity

Use for limited issues

*can choose arbitrator

*maintains privacy

*saves time

*saves money 

2022 The ABC’s of Mediation 43



B 
IS FOR THE BASICS

LISTEN

PROBLEM SOLVE

BE PATIENT

BE COMPASSIONATE

IDENTIFY GOALS

GO OFF BALANCE SHEET

BRAINSTORM

REMIND THE PARTIES OF WHERE THEY HAVE COME

REMIND THEM THAT THEY ARE IN CONTROL

2022 ABC’S OF MEDIATION 44



C 
IS FOR COST 
BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS

Also do a RISK ANALYSIS:

SETTLEMENT VALUE

*ASSESS FACTS AND PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE 
RESOLUTION

*ASSESS LEGAL ISSUES AND PROBABILITY OF 
FAVORABLE RESOLUTION 

*ASSESS MOST LIKELY TRIAL OUTCOME/AMOUNT



THANK YOU
Jill E. Goldenberg 

jgoldenberg@cgglawfirm.com

www.cgglawfirm.com

2022 ABC’s of Mediation 



YOUNG BRAINS:
BAD CHOICES

Using social sciences to rehabilitate emerging adults

THE HONORABLE LEANNA K. WEISSMANN





What is an “Emerging Adult”?

• Young adult who is between 18-25 years old.

• Legally an adult, but mentally still maturing.



What's an Emerging Adult? You'll Be Sorry You Asked. -YouTube






Emerging Adults Are:

The bad….

• Susceptible to peer pressure.

• Impulsive.

• Reward seeking.

• Don’t understand basic “adulting.”

The good….
• Elastic brains – able to change.

• Starting to form independent 
family and community ties.

• Growing towards independence.





Studies show 18- to 25-year-olds 
represent 9.5% of the population, 

but commit what percentage
of the crimes?

A. 
9% B. 23% C. 31% D. 89%



A. 9% B. 23% C. 31% D. 89%



SAN FRANCISCO

• Insert

• Crime And Punishment: A Look At San 
Francisco's Unique Young Adult Court 
Program –YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eqx9Nd41luc&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eqx9Nd41luc&t=3s





Young Adult Court (featuring Beth Cauffman)

• Young Adult Court - FULL VERSION (featuring 
Beth Cauffman) -YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGzs5g3l2hM





North Lawndale Community Restorative Justice Hub

• North Lawndale Community 
Restorative Justice Hub - Bing 
video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=north+lawndale+emerging+adult+court&&view=detail&mid=F3EFA4733BA7D1590D4DF3EFA4733BA7D1590D4D&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dnorth%2Blawndale%2Bemerging%2Badult%2Bcourt%26FORM%3DHDRSC4





Achieve Inspire Motivate - A Unique 2nd Chance Court

• Achieve Inspire Motivate - A 
Unique 2nd Chance Court –
YouTube

• 2:45-3:20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkoB8uX6VqI





RESOURCES

• Recent Issues: Indiana Law Review: IU Robert H. 
McKinney School of Law: IUPUI

https://mckinneylaw.iu.edu/ilr/contents.html


QUESTIONS?



Up Your Advocacy with Themes

Hon. Nancy Vaidik 
Indiana Court of Appeals



If the . . .









Theme

It is not fair to 
have someone 

without an 
interest in a 
matter sue in 

court. 

When you ain’t
got nothing, you 
got nothing to 

lose.



• When you ain’t got nothing, you got nothing to lose.
• Hypothetical injury is not enough for standing.
• No harm, no remedy.
• The plaintiff must have something to lose in order to sue.
• Standing is fundamental.

Synonymous Themes























Up Your Advocacy with Themes

Hon. Nancy Vaidik 
Indiana Court of Appeals



LESSONS FROM 50 + YEARS OF PRACTICE

W. SCOTT MONTROSS



LESSONS FROM 50 + YEARS OF PRACTICE

1. CALE HOLDER

2. WILLIAM STECKLER

3. LARRY McKINNEY

4. V.  SUE SHIELDS

5. JOSIE, THOMAS, and JOE



Lessons from 50+ Years of 
Criminal Law

James H. Voyles, Jr. 



Introduction to the Practice 
of Law

September 25, 1968



Dollree Mapp John w. Terry

Clarence E. Gideon Ernesto A. Miranda

Mapp (1961), 
Gideon (1963), 
Brady (1963), 
Miranda (1966), 
Terry (1968)





Lessons Learned



REMOTE HEARINGS DO’S 
AND DONT’S
JUDGE BOB ALTICE

JUDGE MELISSA MAY



You can’t use the same rules 

 1. Instructions to client on what to wear

 2. Instructions to client on what to say

 3. Communication with client different than in court

 4. Instructions on when to appear, etc.



Old Rules

 1. Wear nice clothes that you’d wear to church or funeral or wedding.

 2. Answer only question that is asked and wait a moment before 
answering to wait for objection.

 3. Writing them a note to ask them a question while at counsel table 

 4. Instructions to courthouse, where to park, what to do



New Rules

 1. You have to tell them to wear clothes – not just WHAT clothes to 
wear

 2. Because you’re not in the same room, you have little control over 
what they say unless you prepare them twice as well

 3. If they’re on screen, you have no way of communicating with them 
that can’t be seen. They look down to see text, you can’t use chat, you 
have to ask for a waiting room

 4. Different instructions re appearing on Zoom or Webex. They have to 
sign in, get the right numbers, make sure the numbers haven’t changed, 
etc.



CLOTHES!!

 You have to tell them to wear clothes – not just WHAT clothes to wear

 So the first thing to tell them is to wear clothes at all!






CLOTHES!!






CLOTHES!!!









Remember you’re on video






Things beyond your control






We love our pets but …



Pet problems









Pet problems






Additional Rules

 Where your client should sign on
 NOT in living room with everyone else walking around

 NOT in room with 4 barking dogs

 NOT with toddlers



Where they actually sign on

 In bed

 Getting hair done

 Brushing teeth



Where not 
to sign on 
– dr’s 
office



Where not 
to sign on 
part 2 -
dentist



Where not 
to sign on 
part 3 –
while 
operating






Don’t drive while suspended






Make sure to check sign in names






TURN OFF YOUR MIKE!



Attorneys need to be careful too

Broward Circuit Judge Dennis Bailey made a plea in a letter published by the Weston Bar 
Association, news outlets reported.

“It is remarkable how many ATTORNEYS appear inappropriately on camera,” Bailey said in 
the letter. “One male lawyer appeared shirtless and one female attorney appeared still in 
bed, still under the covers.”



Don’t do this.






Know your technology






Getting Your Feet Wet: 
An Introduction to Lake Law

WATER LAW AND RIPARIAN RIGHTS IN INDIANA



Today’s Pontoon Ride

• What is a “public water”?

• May I put in a pier or buoy?

• What about dams?

• Can I be “buried at sea” in Indiana?



What is a “public water”?
• In 1947, the General Assembly passed the Lake Preservation 

Act
• The Act protects recreational activities like boating, fishing, 

swimming, and any other purpose for which such waters are 
ordinarily used

• The State controls all public freshwater lakes and holds them 
in trust for Hoosiers (IC 14-26-2-5)

• Public lakes vs private lakes and reservoirs



May I put in a pier or buoy?
• Riparian ownership includes the right to place a pier out to the line of 

navigability (Parkison v. McCue, 831 N.E.2d 118, 128 (Ind. Ct. App. 
2005))

• A pier must:  (1) be a temporary installation; (2) be easily removable; 
(3) not infringe on neighbor’s water access; (4) not unduly restrict 
navigation; (5) not be too wide or long; (6) not extend beyond 150ft 
from the shoreline; (7) not be a marina; and (8) placed or permitted 
by the owner (312 IAC 11-3-1(B))

• Permit required for noncompliant or commercial piers
• No right to an “unobstructed view” in Indiana
• Buoys must be placed within 200ft of the shoreline
• Certain buoys require permits from the DNR



What about dams?
• The Dam Safety Act gives the DNR jurisdiction over certain dams in 

Indiana (see Moriarity v. Ind. Dep’t of Nat. Res., 113 N.E.3d 614, 617 (Ind. 
2019))

• DNR must classify a dam as a high, significant, or low hazard if the dam 
fails and inspect each dam every 2-5 years

• A dam falls under DNR jurisdiction if it:
1. Has a drainage area of more than 1sq mile;
2. Exceeds 20ft in height;
3. Holds more than 100 acre-feet of water; and
4. Is classified as a high hazard by DNR (after petition from 

downstream owner)
• Jurisdiction allows the DNR to dictate how dams are repaired and 

maintained.



Can I be “buried at sea” in Indiana?
• Water burials are increasingly popular, but there are some federal 

and state considerations to think about
• Under IC 23-14-31-44, you may scatter the cremated ashes on the 

property of a consenting owner, on uninhabited land, or on a 
waterway, but the remains must be reduced to a particle size of 1/8in 
or smaller. 

• Certain waterways are governed by the Clean Water Act and federal 
authorities, like the EPA.  For example, you may scatter ashes on 
Lake Michigan if it’s done at least 3 nautical miles from the coastline 
and you notify the EPA within 30 days after the event

• For smaller lakes, streams, and rivers in Indiana, you should check 
with the appropriate state and local agencies if you have questions or 
concerns



For more, “seas” the day!
• To navigate and learn more about lake and water 

law in Indiana, check out:

• The Hon. Cale J. Bradford, C. Addison Bradford, 
and Alexander Blackwell, “You’re Going to Need 
a Bigger Boat”: Navigating the Uncertain Waters 
of Lake Law, 51 IND. L. REV. 1121 (2018), and 

• William W. Gooden and Olivia A. Hess, Updates 
in Indiana Lake and Water Law: September 1, 
2018 – August 31, 2019, 53 IND. L. REV. 995 
(2020)



Insurance Update and 
Organizing Principles 

George M. Plews
Plews Shadley Racher & Braun LLP

1346 N. Delaware Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

November 17, 2022



Insurance Policies Are Not Like Other 
Contracts—Formation 



Insurance Policies Are Not Like Other 
Contracts—Policy Interpretation Rules



What Do Policies Resemble Most Closely?—Products 



What Difference Does That Make?



Hope and Ambiguity in Achieving the 
Optimum Environment

Indiana Law Review, Volume 37, No. 4 (2004)

















































































Indiana’s New 
“Constitutional Carry” Law

123

Guy A. Relford
The Law Offices of Guy A. Relford

President and Chief Instructor,  Tactical Firearms Training, LLC
Host of “The Gun Guy with Guy Relford” on WIBC 93.1 FM

CEO, The 2A Project, Inc.

November 17, 2022

Indianapolis Legal Aid Society's 
9th Annual

Timeless Tips from the Bench and Bar
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QUESTIONS?
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www.bgdlegal.com

ILAS – Annual CLE
Ethics: CRIMINAL v. Criminal Lawyers 

An

James Bell
Hoover Hull Turner

November 17, 2022



www.bgdlegal.com

Lawyers And Recordings



www.bgdlegal.com



www.bgdlegal.com

 In this case, recorded phone conversations 
with the defendant. 
 Attorney “bragged about his personal 

relationships with judges in a manner that 
implied he had the ability to improperly 
influence judges”
 “spoke in pejorative terms about another 

client’s race”

MATTER OF CE, 87 N.E.3D 470 (IND. 2017) 



www.bgdlegal.com

 8.4(e): Stating or implying an ability to 
influence improperly a government agency 
or official. 
 8.4(g): Engaging in conduct that was not 

legitimate advocacy, in a professional 
capacity, manifesting bias

MATTER OF CE, 87 N.E.3D 470 (IND. 2017) 



www.bgdlegal.com

 “[I]n multiple conversations he discussed 
with Defendant the option of fleeing the 
jurisdiction to avoid or delay criminal 
prosecution.”

MATTER OF CE, 87 N.E.3D 470 (IND. 2017) 



www.bgdlegal.com

 1.2(d): Counseling or assisting a client in 
conduct the lawyer knows to be criminal or 
fraudulent.

MATTER OF CE, 87 N.E.3D 470 (IND. 2017) 



www.bgdlegal.com

Criminal Lawyer v. 
CRIMINAL LAWYER



www.bgdlegal.com



www.bgdlegal.com



www.bgdlegal.com

Fixer v. Problem Solver
Fixer v. Problem Mitigator



www.bgdlegal.com

“I’m the guy who stops the leaks. I’m 
the guy who protects the president and 
the family. I’m the guy who would take 

a bullet for the president.”
--Michael Cohen

Vanity Fair, 9/6/17



www.bgdlegal.com

If Someone Ought to Go to Jail, It 
Ought to Be the Client



www.bgdlegal.com

 90 Days without automatic reinstatement

MATTER OF CE, 87 N.E.3D 470 (IND. 2017) 



www.bgdlegal.com

Tangent:
What About Recording the 

Other Lawyer? 



www.bgdlegal.com

 “[a] lawyer who electronically records a 
conversation without the knowledge of the 
other party or parties to the conversation 
does not necessarily violate the Model 
Rules.” 

ABA FORMAL OPINION 01-422



www.bgdlegal.com

 Indiana bars the intentional recording or 
acquisition of the contents of an electronic 
communication the consent of at least one 
party to the conversation. See Ind. Code §
35-31.5-2-176. 
 “One-party consent” state, meaning 

technically you can choose to record your 
conversations with a client, witness, or 
opposing counsel with only your consent and 
not the other party’s knowledge. 

RECORDING CONVERSATIONS IN INDIANA



www.bgdlegal.com

 BUT People don’t like it.
 State Bar Opinion Against It 

RECORDING CONVERSATIONS IN INDIANA



www.bgdlegal.com

Tangent:
What About Recording the 

Zoom Hearing? 



www.bgdlegal.com

RULE 2.17: Prohibiting Broadcasting of 
Proceedings
Except with prior approval of the Indiana 
Supreme Court, a judge shall prohibit 
broadcasting, televising, recording, or taking 
photographs in the courtroom and areas 
immediately adjacent thereto during sessions 
of court or recesses between sessions, except 
that a judge may authorize  . . . [Ceremonies, 
recording proceedings] 

INDIANA CODE OF JUDICIAL ETHICS



www.bgdlegal.com

LOCAL RULE?



www.bgdlegal.com

Social Media 
Investigations



www.bgdlegal.com

Can an attorney 
check out a potential 
juror’s profile?



www.bgdlegal.com

SOCIAL MEDIA QUESTION

• “Would it be a violation of the RPC to 
routinely advise clients at the beginning 
of a case to make sure that all of their 
social media is either private or to shut it 
down?”



www.bgdlegal.com

A lawyer shall not:
(a) unlawfully obstruct another party's access 
to evidence or unlawfully alter, destroy or 
conceal a document or other material having 
potential evidentiary value. A lawyer shall not 
counsel or assist another person to do any 
such act;

IN RPC 3.4(A)



www.bgdlegal.com

QUESTION

• Change Privacy Settings?
• That is . . . 
• Ok
• Pa. Bar Ass’n, Formal Op. 2014-300 (2014) 



www.bgdlegal.com

QUESTION

• Shutting Down?
• More tricky.
• Are you altering or destroying? 3.4(a)
• Shutting down is ok if evidence is preserved.
• D.C. Bar Ethics Opinion 371 (2016) 
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Is This Advertisement Unethical?
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Newish Advisory 
Opinion
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ADVISORY OPINION #1-21

• Lawyers
• Staff
• Supervision 
• Guns!!!!!
• Just kidding.
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ADVISORY OPINION #1-21

• Lawyers
• Staff
• Supervision 
• Notaries!!!!!
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ADVISORY OPINION #1-21

• Question: 
• Can a lawyer be subject to discipline for their 

nonlawyer assistant’s/notary’s failure to 
properly notarize a document? 
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ADVISORY OPINION #1-21

• Short Answer 
• “A lawyer who ratifies a nonlawyer assistant’s 

conduct and is in a position of managerial 
authority, or who directly supervises the 
nonlawyer assistant, can be subject to 
discipline for the nonlawyer 
assistant’s/notary’s failure to properly notarize 
a document.”
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NOTARIES AND YUUUGE PENALTIES

• Matter of Beeson,
• Court imposed public reprimand on 

Respondent who violated Rule 8.4 despite the 
absence of dishonest or selfish motive.

• Matter of Szilagyi, 969 N.E.2d 44 (Ind. 2012)
• Court imposed a 60- day suspension after 

determining that Respondent’s actions were 
dishonest and selfish. 
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I Can Think Of Yuger 
Penalties
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COVID/Continuing to 
Work from Home
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Questions for Staff As They 
Work From Home
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 Working from home: 
Headset?
Visible Files? 
 Shared devices? 
WiFi-Secure? 
 Can your Video Conference be Zoom 

Bombed? 

CONFIDENTIALITY DURING COVID-19
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Questions for Anyone As They 
Work From Home
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 Working from home: 
 Have you audited your calendar? 
 Is someone getting the mail? 
 Is someone still maintaining your 

calendar? 
 Are you up to speed on the latest 

Emergency Order? 
 Are times slow? 
 Are you “in the gray?”

COMPETENCE WHILE AT HOME
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Is Anyone Mentoring the 
Young Lawyers?
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Is Anyone Supervising Staff?
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PANIC WHILE WORKING AT HOME
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• Panic Orally
• Don’t Panic in Writing
• The lawyer in your firm MAY not be 

your lawyer
• There MAY not be privilege
• Is there an attorney-client relationship 

established? 

PANICKING IN WRITING



Discovering Your 
Opponent’s Prior Expert 
Reports



Scenario

 You believe the party you are suing has had prior similar incidents 
– or a continuing problem in its business, perhaps raised in earlier 
litigation

 Can you discover documents prepared by your opponent’s experts in 
anticipation of prior litigation?

 Ah, anything like that will be protected work product – why bother, right?

 Wrong . . .



The American Buildings decision

 American Bldgs. Co. v. Kokomo Grain Co., Inc., 506 N.E.2d 56 (Ind, App. 
1987)
 Judges Pat Sullivan, Sue Shields, Paul Buchanan

 Collapse of grain storage facility sold by American to Kokomo

 Kokomo sought “all investigative reports and notes made by American” 
concerning such failures - and in particular by its expert in connection 
with a prior similar collapse in Wisconsin

 Both sides framed their arguments around the work product doctrine

 But . . .



The American Buildings decision

 Rule 26 includes two different standards for discovery of work product 
and for documents prepared by an expert in anticipation of litigation

 “The concepts are distinct”

 Rule 26(B)(3) codifies the work product doctrine – A “party may obtain 
discovery of documents . . . prepared in anticipation of litigation or for 
trial by or for another party or by or for that other party’s representative 
(including his attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer or agent)”

 Only upon a showing of substantial need – and then the mental 
impressions of an attorney or other representative will be protected



The American Buildings decision

 Rule 26(B)(4) separately provides for discovery from experts – 26(B)(4)(b) 
states:

 “A party may discover facts known or opinions held by an expert who has 
been retained or specially employed by another party in anticipation of 
litigation or preparation for trial and who is not expected to be called as a 
witness at trial” by showing that it is “impracticable” to discover such 
facts or opinions by another means

 The Court said – that is the trial in the present case – in which the 
discovery is sought



The American Buildings decision

 Federal authorities –
 “The work product rule does not apply to experts”

 Advisory Committee Notes to Federal Rule 26(b)(4): We “reject as ill-
considered the decisions which have sought to bring expert information within 
the work product doctrine”

 But – isn’t the expert a “consultant” within the meaning of Rule (B)(3)?

 NO – “A consultant provides advice. . . . In contrast, the primary function of an 
expert is to provide information. An expert is expected to owe his allegiance to 
his calling and not to the party employing him.”



The American Buildings decision

 SO – the holding

 Any reference in (B)(4) to an expert refers to “an expert who has been 
retained for purposes of the pending litigation”

 “Our reading of Indiana Trial Rule 26(B)(4) leads us to” the conclusion 
“that the protection granted materials from experts does not extend to 
facts known or opinions held by an expert retained or specifically 
employed in anticipation of prior litigation.”



Good law since 1987 – has it been 
narrowed?

 1987: President Reagan said “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall”

 Revisited in White-Rodgers v. Kindle, 925 N.E.2d 406 (Ind. App. 2010)

 Gas explosion case; plaintiffs sought expert materials from a prior case 
that had settled before experts were disclosed

 In a 2 to 1 decision the Court required production only of prior testifying 
experts from the settled case

 Focused on the importance of the decision to designate an expert to 
testify – but for what trial?

 Judge Crone strong dissent – “I believe that American Buildings, in 
addition to being soundly reasoned, remains very much alive and well as 
binding precedent.”



Lesson

 Make use of the scope and power of Federal Rule 26(b)(4) and 
Trial Rule 26(B)(4)

 Happy hunting!



Tony Patterson

Trusted Legal Advisors



1. Be Proactive
• Take the initiative.

• The first and most fundamental habit of an 
effective litigator is to be proactive. More than just 
taking the initiative, being proactive means taking 
responsibility for your files. Consequently, you 
don’t blame your behavior on external factors such 
as circumstances, but own it as part of a conscious 
choice.

• Be proactive on files, not reactive.



1.   Be Proactive

• Educate the client, help them 
understand

• Manage Expectations regarding result 
and timing



2. Begin with the end in mind

• Envision the practice you want.

• Macro Level: Where do you want to be in 5 
years/10 years, personally, professionally, career

• What can I do today to make that happen?

• Micro Level/individual cases: Jury Instructions, 
what do I have to prove.

• Must assume every case will proceed to trial



3. Put first things first

• Prioritize the Important over the urgent.

• What are your core values in your practice?

• What do you need to prioritize to be the best 
practitioner/litigator.

• What is essential to representing your client?

• Create to do/priority list



4. Think Win/Win

• What do you need to do to best help your client?

• Prove your case. Don’t fight about things that 
don’t matter.

• Just because your opponent wants it doesn’t 
mean you should say no.

• Its ok for both sides get what they want. Nobody 
has to lose.



5. Seek first to understand,       
then to be understood
• “Most people do not listen with the intent to 

understand, they listen with the intent to reply.”

• Listen to your adversary or the witness.

• Must understand the other side’s argument in 
order to effectively respond.

• Must listen to witnesses in order to dig deeper.

• Must listen to jurors in Vior Dire.



6. Learn to Synergize

• Collaborate to create possibilities.

• Surround your self with good people and 
learn to delegate

• Work together



7. Sharpen the saw
• Seek self renewal

• Physical: Exercise, nutrition, and stress 
management.

• Social/emotional: Service, feeling of meaning

• Spiritual

• Mental: Continuing education. Legal and 
otherwise. This is essential for effectiveness



7. Sharpen the Saw



MEANING 
& 

JUDICIAL PHILOSOPHY

Timeless Tips From Bench & Bar

Indianapolis Legal Aid Society 
November 17, 2022

Martha Blood Wentworth
Judge, Indiana Tax Court
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“It is emphatically the province and duty
of the judicial department to say what the
law is. Those who apply the rule to
particular cases, must of necessity expound
and interpret that rule.”

Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 177 (1803)

Primacy Over Constitutional 
Meaning Was Settled In 1803

by 
Chief Justice John Marshall



Judicial Philosophy is the way a judge 
understands what the law means & 

sometimes the intent of those who wrote it
• Judges’ political beliefs influence their decisions, prompting public debate 

about the role judges’ personal political beliefs should play.  

• Overturning Roe v. Wade in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization,
the 5 majority, politically conservative Justices ignited rare public debate 
among the Justices themselves.

• In several comments questioning the Court’s legitimacy, Justice Kagan said: 

“Overall, the way the court retains its legitimacy and fosters public 
confidence is by acting like a court, is by doing the kinds of things that 
do not seem to people political or partisan, by not behaving as though 
we are just people with individual political or policy or social 
preferences that we are . . . making everybody live with.”

• Justice Alito publicly commented that implying the Court was becoming an 
illegitimate institution or questioning the integrity of the Justices crossed a line.  

• Chief Justice Roberts also commented publicly that “[s]imply because 
people disagree with an opinion is not a basis for questioning the 
legitimacy of the court.”
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Judicial Philosophy v. Political Philosophy
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• Judicial Philosophy – the WAY the Judge understands 
meaning – instead of a Judge’s Political Philosophy may 
be a better bell weather to determine if the Justices are 
carrying out the legitimate role of the court.

• Political Philosophy – academic research confirms that 
general preference for a certain Political Philosophy may 
often coincide with specific Judicial Philosophies, the two 
philosophies are not the same 

• Whether the US Supreme Court continues to uphold its 
legitimate Judicial Branch role as set forth in the 
Constitution and articulated by the Founders, requires 
understanding each Justice’s Judicial Philosophy through 
their expressed reasoning – not from Political 
Philosophy.



Judicial Philosophy v. Political Philosophy

198

• Although judges do develop their own method of 
reading the Constitution, their Judicial Philosophies 
generally fall into one of the following contrasting types:

• Judicial Activism (using the bench to enact social 
or political change), vs. Judicial Restraint
(interpreting laws strictly not making new laws) 

• Loose Constructionism (reading the Constitution 
expansively, not limited to the explicit writing) vs. 
Strict Constructionism (Courts should not 
reinterpret the Constitution)

• Living Document (Constitution  adapts to new 
circumstances) vs. Original Intent (interpret the 
Constitution as the framers intended)



4 Major Approaches To Determining Meaning

199

Originalism – considers the Constitution was written 
exactly as intended and should be applied as written

Textualism – considers meaning is found in the actual 
words of a statute, not from extraneous material such as 
legislative intent, legislative history, or policy arguments

Purposivism – considers the meaning of words in a statute 
in light of the law’s purpose gleaned from extraneous pre-
enactment materials

Intentionalism – considers the meaning of the words in the 
Constitution should be interpreted giving primary weight to 
the intentions of the framers, members of the proposing 
bodies, and the ratifiers determined from outside sources
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ORIGINALISM



Interpreting the Constitution based on its Original Meaning
without considering extraneous sources like Congressional 
intent or legislative history. 

Originalists believe the meaning of the Constitution does not 
change or evolve over  time, but I fixed, knowable, & the sole
guide for applying or interpreting a Constitutional provision.

• What is Original Meaning?  

The meaning of the text as understood by 

• Some segment of the populace at the founding, the 
ratifiers of the Constitution in the various state 
conventions, or the public who elected them 

• The original “legal” meaning - because the Constitution is 
written in legal language.
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Originalism



1. It does NOT apply to Modern Circumstances BUT:  

- Originalists are bound by the Constitution’s original meaning,
NOT by the founder’s originally expected applications of the 
Constitution’s text.

- Originalists generally AGREE the 1st Amendment protects free 
speech on the Internet; 2nd Amendment right to bear arms 
applies to more than just muskets; 4th Amendment prohibits
unreasonable search & seizure – applies to GPS devices

2. It is a reaction to Warren Court activism to ensure 
conservative outcomes, BUT 
- While Originalists disagree with the 16th Amendment’s (1913)       

federal income tax & dislike the 17th Amendment’s (1913) direct, 
unapportioned election of Senators by the states, they accept their 
original meanings.

- Originalism does NOT ensure conservative outcomes, but does 
embody the belief that controversial political and moral questions
should be decided by the democratic legislative process – that can 
lead to progressive, libertarian, or conservative outcomes.
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Criticisms / Defenses of Originalism
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TEXTUALISM



Focuses on the words themselves because they
survived the political process to become the law. 

• Meaning comes from the text itself not from legislative 
history or any unstated purpose or 
intent behind the law unless it is self-evident 
from the text.

• Theoretically, textualism is content-neutral because the 
legal effect of a text follows its linguistic meaning from 
dictionary definitions, grammar rules, or the “canons of 
construction” reflecting usage common at the time of 
enactment.

• Applying text as written does not require strict 
assignment of dictionary definitions to each word, but
looks for the reasonable person's interpretation of the 
text. 204

Textualism



1.   TOO FORMALISTIC: ignores Judicial primacy in interpreting 
the Constitution, 

BUT
formalism restrains courts from using their subjective 
interpretations or policy preferences. 

2.    DISREGARDS LAWMAKERS’ EXPECTATIONS that courts
consider their purposes when applying the law to the facts, 

BUT
relying on the text, not extraneous evidence, stops judges
from using subjective interpretations or policy judgments.  

3. LEXICOGRAPHERS DETERMINE THE MEANING, not 
Judges

[October 2021, Merriam-Webster added 455 new words e.g., “dad   
bod,” “amirite,” “TBH,” “deplatform.”]
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Criticisms / Defenses of Textualism



Little Difference!

• Originalists interpret the Constitution
according to its original, contemporaneous 
meaning

• Textualists interpret statutes according to the 
plain meanings of the words used

• Both believe the hidden intent of the Founders 
or the lawmakers cannot override the text’s 
clear meaning
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What is the Difference Between 
Originalism & Textualism?
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Purposivism



• Interpretation of a statutory text according to the law’s 
purpose determined from extraneous pre-enactment 
materials & the legislature's intention at enactment.

• “Legislation is a purposive act, and judges should 
construe statutes to execute that legislative 
purpose.”  Robert A. Katzmann, Judging Statutes 3 (2014).

• The focus is on the legislative process 

1.   What problem was Congress trying to resolve by enacting 
the statute (the purpose) &

2.  How the statute accomplished that goal (furthered the 
purpose)

• Purposivists advocate using legislative history, unlike 
Textualists who use the canons of construction.
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Purposivism



1. Purposivism is too easily manipulable, allowing the text to 
be ignored to achieve what the judge believes is the 
provision's purpose, 

BUT
the Constitution mandates that judge’s say what the law says, 
unless the text is ambiguous, then interpreting text 
according to the legislative purpose restricts 
manipulation.  

2. Purposivism fails to separate the powers of the legislature 
& the judiciary by permitting the judiciary to interpret 
extraneous legislative deliberative materials in applying the 
law, 

BUT
Consideration of legislative history &/or deliberative materials 
illuminates the context & purpose of a statute, focusing the 
judge on the lawmakers – not on personal policy views.
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Criticisms / Defenses of Purposivism



Textualist vs. Purposivist Philosophies
• Parents successfully sued a school district under the “Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Act” that stated a court may award 
reasonable COSTS to prevailing party in an action brought under 
the Act.

• The parents were awarded attorney fees, but sued for fees paid for 
their education expert witness.

• Issue:  Did the Act authorize the compensation of expert fees? 
• Justice Alito’s textualist majority opinion held the plain language did 

not authorize compensation for expert witness fees, explaining courts 
must “begin with the text” and “enforce it according to its terms,” & that 
the Act “provides for an award of ‘reasonable attorneys’ fees,’” but not 
even a hint” the award included expert fees.

• The majority rejected the parents’ purposivist arguments that the word 
“costs” inherently includes expert fees bc that meaning is consistent 
with the statute’s goals & legislative history, “in the face of the [Act’s] 
unambiguous text.” 

• Theoretically, Purposivism may trump an unambiguous plain text
meaning if it is consistent with the theory that one determines what I
right by what the consequences are.  

See Arlington Central School Dist. Bd. of Educ. v. Murphy, 548 U.S. 291 (2006) 210
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Intentionalism



• Intentionalism does not give primary weight to the text 
itself, but relies on the intentions of Framers, members 
of proposing bodies, and ratifiers, similar to Originalism. 

• Intentionalism attempts to discover the rule that the 
lawmaker intended to establish, the intention the law-
maker had in making the rule, or the sense the 
lawmaker attached to the words used to express the rule 
thereby restraining judicial discretion because the 
Constitution designated Congress, not the courts, as the 
lawmaking branch.

• Most judges believe in the Constitutional primacy of  
Lawmakers and believe judges should act simply to 
translate the Legislature’s command to avoid usurping 
the legislative function of making law and policy.  
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What is Intentionalism?



• Intentionalists & Purposivists both believe linguistic 
meaning of statutory texts should be subordinated to 
other considerations (e.g., subjective legislative intent or 
objective statutory purpose).

• The actual intent or purpose of the legislature in 
enacting a statute is usually unknowable with respect to a 
precise situation presented to a court; thus, both of these 
approaches look beyond the text to construct an objective 
intent.

• The rules of statutory interpretation allocate lawmaking 
power among the branches of government, and those 
rules should reflect and respect what, if anything, the 
Constitution has to say about that allocation.
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Intentionalism v. Purposivism



How SCOTUS Justices Align?

•John G. Roberts – Textualist/Formalist
•Clarence Thomas – Textualist/Formalist
•Neil M. Gorsuch    – Originalist/Textualist
•Brett Kavanaugh – Textualist
•Amy Coney Barrett  – Originalist/Textualist
•Elena Kagan – Textualist
•Sonia Sotomayor – Legal Realism/ 

Judicial Empathy
•Samuel A. Alito, Jr.   – Textualist
•Stephen G. Breyer – Purposivist
•Ketanji Brown Jackson - TBD
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Take Aways
• Textualism & Originalism rely on the text itself to interpret 

meaning
• Textualists look to the plain meaning of words then semantic 

canons to resolve ambiguity  
• Originalists rely on how the words were understood at the 

time of enactment, requiring extraneous research

• Purposivists & Intentionalists interpret all statutes using outside 
sources like legislative history

• Judges -need to understand interpretive theories to develop their 
own consistent, well-reasoned interpretive decision framework

• Legislators/Lawmakers - need to understand interpretive theories 
to write clearer statutes

• Litigators – need to know & lean into their judges’ approach, to 
critique opposing counsel’s ill-reasoned approach, and/or teach the 
judge a better approach.

After all, for me & probably most of you, we know a bit about the     
methods of interpreting statutes, but have not studied this important 
element of argumentation – this critical tool of interpretation.
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Other Approaches
Dynamic Statutory Interpretation –Professor William Eskridge – requires judges to 
interpret statutes in light of their present societal, political, and legal context.
Pragmatism – Judge Richard Posner Interpretation has 4 main aspects: (1) the 
importance of context; (2) the lack of foundations; (3) the instrumental nature of law; & (4) 
the unavoidable presence of alternate perspectives.
Living Constitutionalists - Unlike Originalists who assert the meaning of the 
Constitution is fixed and binding, living Constitutionalists contend its meaning should 
evolve in response to changing circumstances and values.
Consequentialism - An ethical theory that determines meaning by its consequences, 
e.g., most people agree that lying is wrong, but if telling a lie would save a person's life, 
consequentialism says it is the right thing to do. Legal Empathy.
Formalism – a judge is simply a vehicle for expressing the law's meaning, interpreting it 
without adding her own gloss, but simply applying the rules and standards previously 
chosen through democratic processes.
Legal Realism – Legal realists contend that Formalists do let their own values influence 
their decision-making, and that interpreting the law properly adapts it to the realities of 
ever-changing complexities of social, industrial, and political conditions because the law 
must be more or less impermanent, experimental and therefore not nicely calculable. 
must be more or less impermanent, experimental, and therefore not neatly calculable.
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Navigating Federal Civil 
Practice Challenges

John Maley
Barnes & Thornburg



Jurisdiction, Jurisdiction, Jurisdiction



Diversity Jurisdiction

• Every plaintiff must be of a different state then every defendant
• “Citizenship” not residency is what matters
• Corporate citizenship is: (a) state of incorporation; and (b) state of 

principal place of business
• LLC & Partnership citizenship are determined by each member / 

partner down to the last level 
• Can’t plead “on information and belief” 



Diversity Jurisdiction:
In-State Defendant Bar on Removal 

• In-State Defendants cannot remove on diversity jurisdiction basis
• 28 USC 1441(b)(2):   “A civil action otherwise removable solely on the 

basis of the jurisdiction under section 1332(a) of this title may not be 
removed if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as 
defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.”

• Many practitioners unaware of this 
• Embarrassing and expensive:  28 USC 1447(c)  “An order remanding the 

case may require payment of just costs and any actual expenses, 
including attorney fees, incurred as a result of the removal”
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BUT:  “Snap” Removal

• Again  Section 1441(b)(2):   A civil action otherwise removable solely on the 
basis of the jurisdiction under section 1332(a) of this title may not be 
removed if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as 
defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.

• So remove prior to service and avoid 1441(b)(2)
• Evolving case law across country
• 2nd, 3rd, and 5th Circuits on board; 11th Circuit opposed
• District courts vary 
• Approving:  Whipkey v. Eli Lilly & Co., 2020 WL 3248472, at *4 (S.D. Ind. June 

16, 2020)
• Rejecting:  Plymouth v. Dimension Serv. Corp., 2017 WL 726943, at *4-5 (S.D. 

Ohio Feb. 24, 2017)
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No Trial Rule 5(F)(3)

• Must actually “file” on actual due date



Answer Deadline After Removal?

• Oddly placed at FRCP 81
• A defendant who did not answer before removal must answer or 

present other defenses or objections under these rules within the 
longest of these periods:

• (A) 21 days after receiving—through service or otherwise—a copy of 
the initial pleading stating the claim for relief;

• (B) 21 days after being served with the summons for an initial pleading 
on file at the time of service; or

• (C) 7 days after the notice of removal is filed.
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Mandatory Disclosures
• FRCP 26(a)(1)

• Witnesses
• Documents
• Damages
• Insurance 

• FRCP 26(a)(2)(B) retained experts
• Written report with ALL opinions and facts
• C.V. & rate
• 10 years publications
• 4 years testimony

• FRCP 26(a)(2)(C) non-retained experts 
• Subject of testimony, summary of facts and opinions



Experts

• Always Consider Internal, Non-Retained Experts 
• Remember:  Non-retained opinion witnesses must be disclosed per 

FRAP 26(a)(2)(C)
• Name, subject matter, summary of facts and opinions 

• So if HR Director is going to testify that investigation was prompt and 
remedial action was taken, this is not just a 26(a)(1) disclosure but 
also a 26(a)(2)(C) expert disclosure 
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Discovery Standard Federal v. Indiana

• Discovery standard under FRCP 26
• Relevant to claims & defenses – not subject matter of 

case
• Proportionality replaces “reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence”



Depositions

• Always have Rule 30(c)(2) handy:   
• “An objection must be stated concisely in a nonargumentative and 

nonsuggestive manner. A person may instruct a deponent not to 
answer only when necessary to preserve a privilege, to enforce a 
limitation ordered by the court, or to present a motion under Rule 
30(d)(3)”
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Local Rules 
• Many critical important rules in every federal court
• For instance:
• S.D. Ind. L.R. 5-11 - - - filing under seal

• Very exacting

• S.D. Ind. L.R. 6-1  - - - extensions of time
• Simple but important

• S.D. Ind. L.R. 30-1 - - - depositions 
• No private conference by deponent’s attorney with witness while question 

pending except to determine whether to assert privilege
• At least 14 days notice to schedule a deposition, and must use good faith effort to 

avoid scheduling conflicts 



Summary Judgment

• Comply strictly with Local Rules, and with Judge’s unique 
requirements 

• Make brief easy to read, compelling, interesting, and BRIEF
• Hyperlink all ECF cites (some judges require it, most prefer it)
• Hyperlink all cases (ditto)
• For any brief of significant length (e.g., 10 pages or more) use Tables 

even if not required 
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Unique Standing Orders

• Federal Judges often have unique standing orders
• Most are on the court’s websites, sometimes issued during a case
• Examples:
• Chief Judge Pratt:

• Deposition excerpts in summary judgment appendices must include 3 pages before 
and after the cited testimony

• Parties must confer if both sides moving for summary judgment and determine 
briefing

• Judge Magnus-Stinson
• Parties should file motions for extensions at least 3 business days before deadline
• Efiled exhibits need descriptor, e.g., Ex. 1 – Declaration of John Smith



5. Appeal

• Don’t venture into federal appeals solo if inexperienced
• Rules are demanding
• 7th Circuit expects 100% compliance
• 7th Circuit expects excellence 
• Almost every civil appeal gets oral argument
• 7th Circuit Practitioner’s Handbook is key
• 7th Circuit Local Rules are unique
• 7th Clerk’s Office is very helpful 



Final Tip

• Procedural Rules, including Local Rules, change frequently
• Federal Rules are amended Dec. 1
• Federal and Local Rules change often with little fanfare
• Don’t rely on hardcopy pamphlets of rules; use online version (the Court’s 

website, law.cornell.edu, Westlaw)
• Self-calculate all deadlines, and have them peer-reviewed 
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Government Seizures of Privileged 

Communications
Indianapolis Legal Aid Society 

9th Annual “Timeless Tips from the Bench and Bar”

Jackie M. Bennett Jr.
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Secret Things

Attorney-Client Privilege 

• Communications
• Between privileged persons
• Made in confidence
• For the purpose of obtaining legal advice



Secret Things
Work Product Doctrine

• Materials prepared in anticipation of 
litigation

• Includes materials prepared by 
persons other than counsel

• Limited – can be overcome by 
showing of necessity



“Things We Said Today”

• Traditional methods of confidential communications

• Advent of electronic technology

• Recent easing of government access



“And Then Along Comes” … Merrick

• Department of Justice policies and practices
• Justice Manual 9-13.000 –(available at 

https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-13000-obtaining-
evidence)

• “Prosecutors are expected to take “least intrusive 
approach”

https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-13000-obtaining-evidence


Justice Department Policies

• Alternatives to Search Warrants. In order to avoid impinging on valid 
attorney-client relationships, prosecutors are expected to take the 
least intrusive approach consistent with vigorous and effective law 
enforcement when evidence is sought from an attorney actively 
engaged in the practice of law. Consideration should be given to 
obtaining information from other sources or through the use of a 
subpoena, unless such efforts could compromise the criminal 
investigation or prosecution, or could result in the obstruction or 
destruction of evidence, or would otherwise be ineffective.

Justice Manual 9-13.420 A. 



“Say ‘Taint So”
Review Procedures 
• The following review procedures should be discussed prior to approval 

of any warrant, consistent with the practice in your district, the 
circumstances of the investigation and the volume of materials seized.

• Who will conduct the review, i.e., a privilege team, a judicial officer, or 
a special master.

• Whether all documents will be submitted to a judicial officer or special 
master or only those which a privilege team has determined to be 
arguably privileged or arguably subject to an exception to the 
privilege.

• Whether copies of all seized materials will be provided to the subject 
attorney (or a legal representative) in order that: a) disruption of the 
law firm's operation is minimized; and b) the subject is afforded an 
opportunity to participate in the process of submitting disputed 
documents to the court by raising specific claims of privilege. To the 
extent possible, providing copies of seized records is encouraged, 
where such disclosure will not impede or obstruct the investigation.



“Say ‘Taint So”
Whether appropriate arrangements have been made for storage and 
handling of electronic evidence and procedures developed for searching 
computer data (i.e., procedures which recognize the universal nature of 
computer seizure and are designed to avoid review of materials 
implicating the privilege of innocent clients).
These guidelines are set forth solely for the purpose of internal 
Department of Justice guidance. They are not intended to, do not, and 
may not be relied upon to create any rights, substantive or procedural, 
enforceable at law by any party in any matter, civil or criminal, nor do they 
place any limitations on otherwise lawful investigative or litigative
prerogatives of the Department of Justice.

Justice Manual 9-13.420 F. [updated January 2021]



“Who Watches the Watchmen?”

• Oversight of taint review process

• DOJ or special master or courts?

• Who bears the risk?

• Developing case law



DEVELOPMENTS IN 
ATTORNEY BYPASS RULE

ADRIENNE L. MEIRING



RULE 4.2 (AKA “ATTORNEY 
BYPASS RULE”)

Communication with Person Represented
by Counsel

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not
communicate about the subject of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows
to be represented by another lawyer in the
matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of
the other lawyer or is authorized by law or a
court order



MATTER OF MARTIN, 166 N.E.3D 345 (IND. 2021) 

Respondent’s Argument
• R. 4.2 does not apply to situation because “the matter” in 

which Second Wife was represented was not the specific 
proceeding for which she was being deposed.

• Court’s response – “the purpose of the rule…is aimed at 
protection of the rights of a represented person with 
respect to the subject of the representation … This need is 
equally important whether the representation involves the 
same proceeding, a different proceeding, multiple 
proceedings, or no proceeding at all.”



MATTER OF STEELE, 181 N.E.3D 976 (IND. 2022)
Respondent’s Arguments

• R. 4.2 does not apply because he was not “representing a
client” but instead was representing himself.

• And commentary to Rule 4.2 recognizes that parties
generally may communicate with one another, so R’s
conduct should be seen from the view as a “party” rather
than as an “attorney.”



MATTER OF STEELE, 181 N.E.3D 976 (IND. 2022)
Majority’s Opinion

• Precedent finding ethical violations by pro se lawyers, 
applying similar language from other Rules

• Policy considerations favor finding violation – preservation 
of attorney-client relationship and protecting nonlawyers 
from being taken advantage of by lawyers



“

”

THESE CASES… IMPLICITLY RECOGNIZE THAT SELF-
REPRESENTATION IS STILL REPRESENTATION, AND AN 

ATTORNEY WHO PROCEEDS PRO SE IN A MATTER 
FUNCTIONALLY OCCUPIES THE ROLES OF BOTH 

ATTORNEY AND CLIENT.



Professor Frank Sullivan, Jr.
Robert H. McKinney School of Law

November 17, 2022

Meets





Uniform Commercial Code – Emerging Technologies
(UCC-ET)



Is cryptocurrency money?



“Electronic Money”



New UCC Art. 12:

Controllable Electronic Records (CERs)

?



Writing

Record



Examples of “Records”

Any
Writing

Electronic
Records



New UCC Art. 12:

Controllable Electronic Records (CERs)

http://openclipart.org/detail/25208/simple-red-checkmark-by-thatsmyboy


New UCC Art. 12:

Controllable Electronic Records (CERs)

?







1. EXCLUSIVE USE OR BENEFIT.

2. ABILITY TO TRANSFER EXCLUSIVE USE OR BENEFIT.

3. ABILITY TO PROVE POWER TO USE AND TRANSFER.

AN ELECTRONIC RECORD IS CONTROLLABLE IF:



Legal Rules for (Benefits of Having) 
Controllable Electronic Records (CERs)

Use as Collateral

Security interest in 
CER is perfected and 

has priority even over 
an earlier filed 

financing statement.

“Take Free” Rules

“Qualified purchaser” 
takes free of claims of 
property interests in 

the CER.



The Ethical Rules I Learned from Baseball 

“In playing ball, and in life, a person occasionally gets the opportunity to do something great. 
When that time comes, only two things matter: being prepared to seize the moment and 

having the courage to take your best swing.” – Hank Aaron. 

 
Margret G. Robb, Judge, Court of Appeals of Indiana, 115 West Washington Street, Indianapolis, 
IN 46204, Margret.robb@courts.in.goc, 317‐233‐3668 
 

1st Inning.  You’ve made it to the Pros   

Know that Every day is a new opportunity. 
You can build on yesterday's success or put 
its failures behind and start over again. 
That's the way life is, with a new game every 
day, and that's the way baseball is.   Bullet 
Bob Feller 

2d Inning:   Batting Practice 

There may be people with more talent than 
you, but there is no excuse for anyone to 
work harder than you do.  Derek Jeter 

3rd Inning:   The Game  

Life will always throw you curves, just keep 
fouling them off. The right pitch will come, 
but when it does, be prepared to run the 
bases.   Rick Maksian 

4th Inning:    Your Team  

Baseball is a team game but, at the same 
time, it’s a very lonely game: unlike in soccer 
or basketball, where players roam around, in 
baseball everyone has their little plot of the 
field to tend. When the action comes to you, 
the spotlight is on you but no one can help 
you.   Chad Harbach 

5th inning:  Conference at the Mound 

Don’t be afraid to take advice. There’s 
always something new to learn.   Babe Ruth 

 
 

6th Inning:   Role Model 
 
Baseball is about talent, hard work, and 
strategy. But at the deepest level, it’s about 
love, integrity, and respect.   Pat Gillick  
 
7th inning:   Coaching 

A life is not important except in the impact it 
has on other lives.   Jackie Robinson 

8th inning:    Umpires: Who’s in charge? 

Just as the common law derives from ancient 
precedents ‐ judges' decisions ‐ rather than 
statutes, baseball's codes are the game's 
distilled mores. Their unchanged purpose is 
to show respect for opponents and the 
game. In baseball, as in the remainder of life, 
the most important rules are unwritten. But 
not unenforced.   George Will 

9th inning:     It’s not all about “The Game” 

Do what you love to do and give it your very 
best. Whether it’s business or baseball, or 
the theater, or any field. If you don’t love 
what you’re doing and you can’t give it your 
best, get out of it. Life is too short. You’ll be 
an old man before you know it.   Al Lopez 

Post game wrap‐up    

For the past two weeks you have been 
reading about a bad break. Yet today I 
consider myself the luckiest man on the face 
of the earth.   Lou Gehrig 



Baseball phrases (idioms) in everyday life 

 Go to bat for someone 

 Throw a curve ball 

 This came out of left field 

 Give me a ballpark figure 

 Cover your bases 

 I knew it right off the bat 

 You’re batting a thousand 

 Hit it out of the park 

 Step up to the plate 

 Hit a homerun 

 Strike out 

 Need to touch base 

 To have 2 strikes against you 

 Keep your Eye on the ball 

 Person couldn’t get to first base3 strikes 

and you’re out 

 Someone needs a homer in the bottom 

of the ninth 

 This idea is a grand slam 

 Someone took an intentional pass 

 That’s bush league 

 That’s a softball 

 Something is major league 

 You’re off base 

 Out of one’s league 

 Rain check’ 

 Step up up to the plate 

 Swing for the fences 

 It’s a whole new ballgame  

 On deck 

 Life has thrown you a curve ball 

 In the big leagues 

 Brand new ball game 

 Brush back 

 Cleanup hitter 

 Charley horse (first used in a baseball 

song in1887) 

 Cover one’s bases 

 Batting cleanup 

 Down to their last out 

 Grand standing 

 Playing hardball 

 It ain’t over till it’s over 

 Somebody whiffed 

 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_English‐language_idioms_derived_from_baseball 

 



By Margret G. Robb

Reflections on baseball, life and the law

li've alwaysbeen a baseballfan, but more than being a
fan. I love the game,and asan attorney I've man'dled
at how much the gameand the law have in common.

Baseballis a game of rules and regulations, whose purpose,
it seemsto me, is not to restrict, but to liberate. It shows
that by following rules - the samerules for everyone-
wonderful things can occur. In baseball,like the law, every
venue differs; no two ball parks or courtrooms are the
same.But the rules that govern conduct in eachtranscends
locale. We expect those rules to be dispensedwith even-
handed fairness regardlessof where the gameis played or
the trial is held. Before play or proceeding commences,all
parties try to "read the umpire." Once the umpire is "sized
up," the question becomes:"Does he call the strike high or
low?" The fact is. players and spectatorsreally
don't care,so long asthe samezone applies to
everyone. Likewise, once lawyers sizeup the
judge, they don't care if the judge is one who
"lets it all come in or keepsit out," just so long
asthe calls are the samefor both sides.

It is a gameof turn, not time, which to my
mind connotes fairness. In baseball,you can't
sit on a lead or run out the clock. You haveto
give your opponent his time at the plate (his
day in court!) But baseballis also a gentle game
that is bounded by timelessness.Baseball'slinks
to the past are what ensure its place asour
national pastime, evenasbasketball, football
and hockey have shrunk our attention span. It isn't for the
impatient or those who like fast resolutions. Like legal pro-
ceedings,baseballhas its own rhythm and pacing. Unlike
the relentlessticking of the clock in time-based games,
a baseballgame is over when the last man is out and not
before he hashad his fair turn to snatch victory away from
the leader. In baseball,at least theoretically, no lead is ever
completely safe.Come from behind ninth-inning rallies
are the stuff of the game's folklore and charm, along with
the agonizing tension of seeingone's own advantageslip
away. Baseballhelps prepare you for the inevitable defeats
and disappointments that life doles out to everyone.

Winning is nice, but it is not the only thing. As
Grantland Rice wrote, "When the final scorer comes to
write againstyour name, he marks not if you won or lost,
but how you played the game." In a regular seasonof 162
games,you realize early on that you're not going to survive
undefeated. Dealing with losswith graceand dignity is part
of the game. No one wins all the time; no one losesall the
time. Do your best and let the chips fall where they may. As
Thomas Boswell wrote in TheHeart of theOrder, "[i)fyou
do everything right everyday,you'll still lose40 percent of
your games.but you'll also end up in the World Series."

Baseballis the only gamewhere scoring is done by the
team that does not havepossessionof the ball- just like
the burden of proof is not generally on the defensein a

legal proceeding. Baseball'sobject is equally apportioned
between scoring and preventing the other guy from scor-
ing.

And in terms of honoring the past, what other game is
so devoted to prior performance and statistical compari-
son for precedent. Where elseare current practitioners
held to the standardsof those who went before?Where
elsedoes the written record count for so much?

It's also not a gamewhere "might makes right." A
small man is not disadvantagedon the ball field. In what
other sport are athletes lovingly nicknamed "PeeWee,"
"Scooter" and "the Brat." It is a game that offers an equal
chancebasedon talent and not on bulk. A Gideon or
Miranda or Brown hasasmuch standing asa Nixon or

General Motors. CaseyStengel, that true legal
scholar, observedthat "[w]ithout a catcher.
you get a lot of passedballs." That's not a bad
way of thinking about the role of the courts
and the judiciary, or umpires, which in the
words of umpire great Bill Klem, have the
responsibility to "call them the way you see
them."

Like the courts, baseball's also been a place
where historic social wrongs havebeen righted,

often before judicial notice hasbeen taken. One
need look no further than the struggle ofJackie
Robinson to redresswrongs and changethe sys-
tem without resorting to violence. In a very real

sense,Robinson's appearancein 1947probably did much
to pave the way for Brown v. Board of Education, in 1954.
Here wasa black man who was intelligent, determined and
courageous,not a shuffling, grinning stereotype, but a
flesh-and-blood person who wanted nothing more than a
fair chance.BaseballgaveAmerica the opportunity to see
him in a non-stereotypical way and he helped change atti-
tudes and eventually the law. It was Robinson who person-
ified for many people the inherent unfairness that showed
us that separatewasnot equal.

Although baseballhasentered a new era, its essential
beauty and symmetry remains undimmed, despite greed's
best efforts to turn off the lights. Every player is still enti-
tled to three strikes, every team is still entitled to 27 outs;
everyone must, like an agile attorney, play many roles on
offense and defense,and the public is still smart enough
to distinguish the genuine from the fake. Performance still
might stand the test of time and the consistency of Cal
Ripken's work ethic is still admired.

Although law is not usually practiced in front of a
crowd. and few lawyers,alas,are emulated and revered by
small children. the legal profession could do worse than
learn some lessonsfrom the baseballdiamond where the
valuesof hard work. fair play and team haveservedas
guideposts to generationsof America. tl.

Margret G. Robb
Robb& Associates

Lafayette,Ind.



Running Bases, Winning Cases
Why the grand old gameof baseballis much like the legalprofession

Baseball, like
law, has its own
rules, with
current players
being held to
the standards
of thosewho
went before.

I've always been a baseball fan, and
as a lawyer I've marveled at how much
the game and the law have in common.
Baseball is a game of rules and regula-
tions, and by following those rules-
the sameonesfor everybody-wonderful
things can occur.

In baseball, like the law, every
venue differs: No two ballparks or court-
rooms are the same, but the rules that
govern each transcend locale.We expect
the rules to be applied fairly, regardless
of where the gameis played or the trial is
held. (Although justice is blind, it is
hoped that the umpire isn't.)

Unlike football or basketball, base-
ball is a game of equal turn, not time. A
team can't run out the clock to sit on a
lead. Each team has to give its opponent
its time at the plate, just aseachlegal ad-
versary must give each opponentits day
in court. The game,like legal proceedings,
has its ownrhythm and pacing.The game
is over when the last man is out, and not
beforehehashad his turn to snatchvicto-
ry from the leader. Every player is enti-
tled to three strikes, every team to 27
outs; every player, like an agile attorney,
alternates betweenoffenseand defense.

When it comesto honoring the past,
what other game is so devoted to prior
performance and statistical comparison
for precedent? Where else are current
practitioners held so scrupulously to the
standards of those who went before?
Where elsedoesthe written record count
for somuch?

Equal Chances
Baseball is not a gamewhere "might

makes right." A small man is not disad-
vantaged. In what other sport are ath-
letes lovingly nicknamed "Pee Wee,"
"Scooter" or "the Brat"? Baseball is a
game that offers an equal chancebased
on talent, not an advantage from bulk or
height. It is the samein law: A Gideon, a
Miranda or a Brown has as much stand-
ing as a Nixon or a General Motors.

Casey Stengel, the venerable base-
ball manager quoted so frequently by
lawyers that he might be mistaken for a
legal scholar, observed that "without a

Margret G. Robb is a lawyer in
Lafayette, Ind. This commentary has
beenadapted from an article published in
ResGestaeof the Indiana State Bar As-
sociation. Opinions expressedin Perspec-
tive are thoseof the writer and do not nec-
essarily reflectABA policy.

catcher, you get a lot of pass balls."
That's not a bad way of thinking about
the role of the courts and the judiciary,
which, to borrow the words of legendary
umpire Bill Klem, has the responsibility
to "call them the way [it sees]them."

And like the courts, baseball has al-
sobeena placewhere social wrongs have
beenrighted. Consider Jackie Robinson's
struggle as the first black player in the
major leagues to redress the wrongs and
change the system of segregation.

Robinsonwas a flesh-and-blood per-
son who only wanted a chance to play
the samegameas everyone else. He per-
sonified for many the inherent unfair-
ness in separateas equal. Robinson'sap-
pearance in 1947 in a Brooklyn Dodgers
uniform probably did much to pave the
way for Brown v. Board of Education to
end schoolsegregation sevenyears later,
in 1954.

Fair Pia,. TeamEnort
Although law is not usually prac-

ticed in front of a crowd, and few lawyers,
alas, are emulated and revered by chil-
dren clutching "lawyer cards," the legal
profession could do worse than to follow
some historic lessons from the baseball
diamond, where hard work, fair play and
team effort have served as guideposts to
generations of Americans.

Lawyers and professional baseball
have both been buffeted of late by
charges of greed, arrogance and lack of
concern for paying customers. Both have
withstood past scandals, and emerged
stronger for it.

While winning-whether on the dia-
mond or in court, in player contract nego-
tiations or client representation-is al-
ways nice, it is not the only thing. As
Grantland Rice wrote, "When the One
Great Scorercomesto write against your
name,He marks not that you won or lost,
but how you played the game."

Both baseball players and lawyers
learn early on that they won't survive
undefeated and must be judged on how
they played, in victory or defeat. Dealing
with losswith graceand dignity is part of
the game. Performance still stands the
test of time; the consistency of Cal Rip-
ken in the Baltimore Orioles lineup is
still admired.

So long as rules still count in base-
ball and law, both will continue to be
played out on long afternoons when time
seemsto stand still and all things seem
possible. •
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